, who had both made a significant impact on the then-emerging field of the history of computing. A copy was also sent to Roger Stuewer, professor of the history of science at the University of Minnesota. Roger, already participating in a similar operation within the history-of-physics community, proved to be a fount of pertinent advice.
Only when the Institute moved to its permanent home at the University of Minnesota, however, in early 1981 did the Reprint Series turn from contemplation to execution. Brian Randell was asked if he would chair an editorial board to select materials for republication. He was asked to do this by virtue of his reputation as the leading bibliographer of the history of computing-his Origins of Digital Computers, published in 1979, incorporated a 130-page annotated bibliography that was a stunning improvement on what had previously been available. I had recently completed my PhD under his supervision and had become a lecturer at Warwick University. Brian asked if I would like to be involved in the reprint project, and naturally I agreed enthusiastically.
Paul Armer, of course, had many things to occupy him beyond the reprint project in 1981. For example, he had arranged a history of computing session at the National Computer Conference in Chicago in May and had arranged for Bill Aspray, Paul Ceruzzi, and myself to read papers. (It was seemingly a bumper time for the history of computing with all three of us completing our PhDs within a few months of one another.) The Institute, incidentally, paid all our expenses and treated us royally, enabling us to establish friendships that have stood for 20 years.
Paul Armer invited me to visit the Institute for a few days prior to the conference. During the course of my visit, Erwin Tomash flew in for the weekend, and Paul arranged a meeting on Saturday 2 May with the three of us and Roger Stuewer to discuss the reprint project. According to the notes I made of the meeting, we spent most of the time deliberating how we should select material, whether we should publish in microfiche or hard copy, and who should be on the editorial board. Although I did not make any written note of the event, I have a much more vivid recollection of Erwin taking me to one side after the meeting and offering three suggestions. First, he explained that the reprint project would not happen unless I, or someone like me, personally made it happen. The editorial board, he went on, was a distinguished group of historians that could provide essential advice and guidance but could not of itself cause things to happen; an individual had to take the initiative. I was just smart enough to realize, without having to ask for confirmation, that I could be editor in chief if I wanted. It was a heady moment for a young academic. Second, if I were to assume the driving seat then I should not be timid about tak-ing the project in the direction I thought appropriate. (Since Erwin had known me for approximately half a day at this stage, I think this was less a vote of confidence in me personally than a trust in the moderating powers of a well-chosen editorial board.) Third, he offered me his absolute support-specifically, if I had a problem, I should not hesitate to pick up the phone if I thought a $50 phone call to him would fix the difficulty. I made enough such calls over the next five years to know that he was as good as his word. Also, at least once a year, when visiting England, he took time out of his busy schedule with Dataproducts to keep up, over a meal, with developments in the reprint project.
The first such meeting took place in London in June 1981 with Erwin, Brian Randell, and myself. At that meeting, among other things, we prioritized a short list of works to be the first candidates for reprinting. We also decided that we would publish hardcover books rather than cheaper microfiche. Several members of the editorial board had already come to this conclusion for reasons mainly to do with ease of use, but Erwin's reasons were more emotional. I realized I was in the presence of a booklover-a connoisseur even-who appreciated the feel of good books almost as much as their contents. I learned later Erwin was also a bibliophile with an unrivaled knowledge of early computing literature.
Finally, we agreed on the composition of the editorial board-which, in addition to Brian and myself, would include Allan Bromley, I. Bernard Cohen, Hank Tropp, and Heinz Zemenek. Arthur Norberg joined when he became director of the CBI; Mike Williams and Bill Aspray, shortly after that. Erwin silently underwrote the financing of the whole series, well aware that this was never going to be a money-making venture. Characteristically, he never became a member of the editorial board, preferring that we work without any potential conflict of interest between our editorial dictates and his more worldly concerns.
Setting goals for the Series
The editorial board never met as a body. However, we communicated very effectively by letter and a series of approximately quarterly memoranda. In these memoranda, views on candidates for publication were elicited, suggestions for authors were solicited, updates on works in progress were provided, and so on. From these communications, it became clear that we should focus on works produced up to the mid-1950s. After that date there was an explosion in computer literature, most of which was readily accessible in university libraries, and in any case, no one yet had a perspective on the recent past. We also agreed that we should republish works of wide appeal. Thus, materials such as scientific correspondence or technical memoranda, while fascinating to a small number of individuals, were too narrow for the series and properly belonged in archives. At all times, when considering any candidate for the series, we asked, in a holistic sense, whether it belonged in an evolving collection on the history of computing. The first memo, dated June 1981, summarized the consensus we had reached up to that point and listed three broad objectives for the series: first, to make scarce materials accessible; second, to provide a scholarly introduction to each volume; and third, to create a balanced collection.
Accessibility the key
Making rare works accessible was the top criterion. It is hard to appreciate today how inaccessible some of the key works we subsequently published were. To take just one example, one of our top candidates was the lecture notes of the 1946 summer school at the Moore School of Electrical Engineering: Theory and Techniques for the Design of Digital Computers (reprinted with the less ponderous title The Moore School Lectures). I had personally never seen a copy of this seminal work, and between us the editorial board knew of only a couple of extant copies in the world.
The second criterion was to add value that went beyond mere facsimile reprinting-after all, we could do that with a photocopier. Again, let me take the example of The Moore School Lectures. Mike Williams and I spent about six months editing the original. To write an introduction that contextualized the lectures, we spent time in the Moore School archives and interviewed several participants in the original summer school, including J. Presper Eckert and John Brainerd. We entirely reset the messy mimeographed original, making substantial editorial interpolations along the way; we managed to restore some lectures missing from the original printing; and we provided an index.
The The need for balanced coverage of the subject was a subtle but crucial criterion. We started out with some 50 suggestions, and eventually 16 volumes were published (Table 1) . This winnowing-out process was dictated largely by the desire to produce within the completed series a balanced set of books that would be a foundation for studies in the history of computing. This balance was to be achieved both in terms of subject coverage and period-although these two went hand-in-hand to a degree. No editor attempted to skew this overarching aim by pressing too hard for a pet topic or period to be included. We developed a taxonomy of the history of computing with categories such as calculating machines, punched card machines, analog machinery, pre-stored-program computers, stored-program computers, and so on. We included at least one or two works in each category and tried to have no one category or time period overrepresented.
The (1950) . These volumes were all nicely typeset in the original, allowing for rapid facsimile reproduction as soon as an introduction had been written.
My ambition for lengthy, informed introductions was initially the cause for some concern as to whether busy historians would be willing to invest the time in writing them. Certainly, the normal practice in reprint productions was for a single page or often no introduction at all. However, the board agreed it was an aim worth shooting for. In fact the editors of the series-myself, Allan Bromley, and Mike Williams-established a precedent by writing model introductions for the first three volumes. Arnold Cohen, then a Senior Research Fellow with the Institute, wrote the introduction to ERA's High-Speed Computing Devices (and since he was a member of the team that produced the original, he was well qualified to do so). A subset of the editorial board peer-reviewed all the introductions that were commissioned for the series, and without exception, they are all, in their own right, significant contributions to the literature of the history of computing.
In 
Volume Date Editor(s)
announcement set up our exhibit as follows:
The reprints … will comprise many 'classics' well known to computer historians; these will include books that have long been out of print, important conference proceedings, and influential reports; there will also be a number of translations of non-English works. Each volume will have an introduction written by either a computer historian or a participant of the original project.
The first four volumes were published under Erwin Tomash's imprimatur Tomash Publishers. Erwin had, in fact, already published one book before the Reprint Series was initiatedAnton Glaser's History of Binary Notation-and so had already established a network of publishing professionals. Jim Alexander, a freelancer, edited the first four books, and we spent many days during 1982-1983 establishing a house style and going though the various editorial processes from manuscript to finished book. The books were beautifully produced on acid-free cream wove paper, and hard-bound in deep maroon linen with gold-blocked titles.
Perhaps the only time the series took a wrong turn was in marketing. We produced a handsome brochure and flyer for the series, which was distributed through various learned societies, academic journals, computer conferences, and direct mail. We then waited for the orders to roll in. The books were available only by mail order, and we soon discovered that this is not the way people buy books, or at least not this kind of book. While those of us most closely involved scratched our collective heads about the problem, Erwin took decisive action. He negotiated with MIT Press to take over the series from production, through marketing, to fulfillment.
Erwin had a nice management style: He had taken this action rather autocratically-certainly without directly consulting me. On the other hand, he had come up with a perfect solution and presented it to me so charmingly-even leading me to think I had in someway influenced the process-that I fell in with the plan. I suppose that's what good management is all about. The MIT Press was immensely professional and took a huge burden from me, since we could now make use of a highly experienced copy editing staff and a publishing operation of awesome proportions. It was a true pleasure for the next few years to work with Frank Satlow (then science editor and who rose to much bigger things in the publishing world) and his assistant Terry Ehling. I have to say, however, that while the physical books MIT Press produced were among the best I have ever seen from a major publisher, they could never quite match the handcrafted appeal of the first four produced by Tomash Publishers.
By 1984, the publishing program had settled down to a steady rhythm, with books appearing at the rate of three or four a year. As an editor, I found myself watching a kind of horse race. A group of books would start out at the same moment, but complete the course in wildly different times. One cause of delay was obtaining introductions of the highest standard. The fastest author, I recall, delivered in about two months. (This was the indefatigable Maurice Wilkes's fine introduction to D.R. Hartree's Calculating Instruments and Machineswhich Wilkes was doubly qualified to write, being both a computer pioneer with a deep historical understanding, as well as a professional colleague of the late Professor Hartree.) Other introductions took several years or never arrived at all, and another author had to be approached. Again, while some books could be facsimile reproduced, others had to be entirely reset, with all the painstaking editing that this necessitated.
The last volume to appear was Ernst Martin's Rechenmaschinen, and no wonder it took a long time. Of the two editors, Mike Williams was based at Calgary University, while Peggy Kidwell was located at the Smithsonian Institution; MIT Press copy edited in Cambridge, Mass., while I interfered from England. And all this without email. However, the Rechenmaschinen was a wonderful note with which to end the series. Its authoritative introduction, superb translation, and artful inclusion of the original illustrations made it a delight for scholars, book collectors, and dealers in calculating antiquities.
The print run for each volume was in the region of 1,000 copies, a few more or less depending on the anticipated interest. While this was a modest number by commercial criteria, it was quite high by the standard of scholarly editions of classic works. Unlike trade publishing where, even then, books rarely remained in print for more than two years, it was planned that the Reprint Series would remain available indefinitely. On the whole, the print runs turned out to be about right, with most remaining in print for at least a decade. A few works-such as the ACE Report and the Rechenmaschinen-sold out much more quickly than we expected and are now eagerly sought by book collectors. (The availability of the in-print volumes in the series can be obtained from the Charles Babbage Institute Web site, http:// www.cbi.umn.edu/research/reprint.html.)
Influence of the series
In any publishing venture, it is difficult to know how much it changed the intellectual landscape. The only real test is whether the books are actually used by scholars. I was reflecting on this a few days ago as I was putting the finishing touches to a paper titled "The ACE and the Shaping of British Computing" for the forthcoming edited proceedings of the ACE 2000 conference held May 2000 in London. There was the evidence before my eyes-I had directly cited no fewer than seven of the 16 I am actually rather proud of my part in the Reprint Series. If I did not use the books on a day-to-day basis, they would reside in their pristine, gold-blocked, maroon-covered glory in the glassfronted bookcase my late father bequeathed me. But in fact some are at home, some are in my office, and one or two are often in transit between the two in my briefcase. Still, they will have an assured place in the family bookcase in due time, when they will become a little piece of the heritage I will leave behind.
I should say at this point that waxing lyrical on the subject of books is not the normal behavior of this emotionally repressed Englishman. I really want to make a larger point. The Reprint Series would have come into existence whether or not I had served as editor in chief, and whether or not any individual on the editorial board had served. But it would never have existed without Erwin Tomash. A two-foot shelf of books is a small monument, but one to be proud of. 
